**Purpose:** Delayed maxillomandibular reconstructions are challenging because the position of remaining anatomy is distorted or no surgical specimen is available for measurement. To optimize outcomes following reconstruction of these complex defects an algorithm using novel VSP techniques was developed.

**Methods:** Delayed maxillomandibular reconstructions using VSP between 2009--2016 were identified at two medical centers. Demographics, modeling techniques, and surgical characteristics were analyzed.

**Results:** Sixteen reconstructions met inclusion criteria with a mean follow-up of 21 months. Mandibular defects were most common (81.2%), followed by maxilla (12.5%), and one combined defect(6.3%). Indications for reconstruction were osteoradionecrosis with displaced fracture(50.0%), tumor (37.5%) or trauma(12.5%). Three VSP techniques were developed and used to facilitate delayed reconstruction: 1) patient-specific modeling using radiographs obtained prior to the defect(43.8%); 2) mirror imaging of the remaining contralateral normal anatomy(37.5%); 3) normative samples scaled to patient size(18.8%). Normative and mirrored reconstructions were always designed to restore normal anatomy; however, patient-specific data identified constraints necessitating non-anatomic reconstructions in 71% of cases. Complications: partial loss requiring a second fibula flap(1), complete flap failure(1), hardware exposure(3), infection(2), wound dehiscence(2), and sinus tract(2).

**Conclusions:** The current series of complex craniofacial defects was reliably reconstructed using a novel algorithm employing three different VSP techniques. The ability to preoperatively design reconstructions and precisely execute them in absence of normal anatomic landmarks demonstrates an added value of VSP beyond traditional techniques.
